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ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE OURSELVES 

Hey 
there!

Corpay One is a leading bill pay solution for small-and-medium-sized

businesses.

We are one effortless platform, designed to save you time, money and help you

focus on what counts. We take you from printing paper and passing it off, to

advanced document scanning, uploading, sharing, setting secure approval

workflows, managing vendors and automating payments. Every receipt scanned

or payment made in Corpay One can be recorded in your accounting system - so

every payment is accounted for.

This is better bill pay, for better ways to work and grow every day.

Make your first payment today and get started for free. See terms for details.

You can also book a one-on-one demo with a member of our team.

Visit us at www.corpayone.com

Say "HI!" at hello@corpayone.com

Copyright ©2021 Corpay One, Inc.
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Small businesses are busy.

As business owners ourselves, we know the time and

money spent submitting invoices, completing expense

reports and chasing paper is huge. Processing an

invoice costs an average of $12.90/invoice¹ - which

adds up (fast!) if you're processing 50+ every month. 

On average, completing just one expense report can

take 20 minutes and cost $58 to process.² And if

you're not doing it yourself, outsourcing a bookkeeper

can cost $3,000/month.³

When you're busy, these manual tasks are never

ending.

Corpay One was created to reduce manual tasks and optimize internal

processes that make life more difficult for small businesses. We do this by

using payments and scanning automation technology. That's our way of

saying - we help do the work for you.

Still, we know automation is a fear business owners have.

You're worried it will be expensive or complicated or time consuming  to

train your team. But, it doesn't have to be.

Yes, new things can be scary. But, they can also mean rapid growth for

small businesses. So, we wrote The SMB Guide to Business Bill Pay to tell

you why you shouldn't be afraid.
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A modern bill pay platform is a tool for growth, not decline.

We also wrote this guide because we know firsthand when resources are limited at

growing businesses, sometimes it's the CEO or one lone bookkeeper handling payments,

handling documents and doing expense coding. And that can be daunting. When your

organization grows, your expenses do too. You don't always have the resources to add an

extra body to your team.

You waste your already limited time on manual, repetitive bill pay tasks, like writing

checks or chasing your team for expense receipts.

That time could be spent laying the strategic foundation for your small business, serving

your customers or building a rock-solid culture that makes your organization attractive to

talented people. That's where better bill pay comes in.
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Receiving bills, receipts and

invoices

Labelling, categorizing and

classifying expenses based on

rules you set

Monitoring expense variances

from vendors

Recording and reconciling

expenses in your accounting

platform

Paying vendors via check, ACH

and international wire

Approving, denying and

managing expenses

Documenting expense-related

communication

Protecting from and preventing

internal and vendor fraud

One, we automate
processes typically thought
of as "bookkeeping" work:

How we define "Smart Bill Pay"

Our automation power can be distilled into a few specific groups - OCR data entry (a

fancier way to say smart scanning), issuing payments and bookkeeping.

Two, we automate
processes typically thought
of as "finance" work:

Smart bill pay is a seamless, streamlined way to upload, manage, record, pay and

reconcile expenses. We help make other systems smarter and more accurate, taking you

from data entry to data control and insight. That's what Corpay One helps you do. 

http://www.corpayone.com/
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Oh my god. I accepted a new job and today, I was introduced to

the tasks. It's F*****G accounts payable and it's the MOST

INEFFECTIVE PROCEDURE I HAVE EVER SEEN. I can't handle it.

Listen to this. This is the actual process.

Receive an invoice via email. Print the invoice.

Walk into the office of the person who needs to approve the

invoice. They write OK on the invoice.

They scan the invoice. They email it to the finance team.

They then WRITE on the invoice how they plan to categorize it.

Then, they F*****G SCAN it again and email it back who someone

needs to F*****G PRINT IT and then puts it in a F******G filing

cabinet.

I'm simply speechless.

The benefits for business owners

Well, if your company's internal processes are anything like the one we shared in "A

tale of 'modern' payments," then you really need a smart platform to handle your

bill pay. Maybe your organization isn't this bad. Maybe you just want better control

over the data you send to your accounting system and more convenient, seamless

ways to receive, record and pay supplier invoices.

Time is a precious, limited resource. As business owners ourselves, we know how

wisely you need to invest it. Businesses can only grow and scale when you remove

processes that slow you down. Right now, in organizations around the world, people

are printing paper invoices, putting them in folders and putting those folders on

desks and in cabinets

Payments are missed. Payments get made - twice. Fraud happens.Hours,

amounting to weeks, months and years of productive time, are lost forever.

That system is broken. Modern bill pay was designed to empower business owners

to take manual work off your plate.

A tale of

"modern"

payments

The following is a true

conversation that really

happened, between an

actual office worker and

their friend at Corpay

One. 

Names have, of course,

been omitted. The curse

words, we kept.

http://www.corpayone.com/


There is nothing more tedious than

hand-writing a check, putting it in an

envelope, licking a stamp and dropping

it in the "Outbound" tray.

In 2021, businesses just simply have

bigger, high-impact tasks to tackle.

Streamlining bill pay is a crucial step

for businesses who are ready to scale.

As you grow, there are just more people

to pay. More services rendered mean

more checks or manual payment

transfers. That means more time and

more money spent on bodies to input,

send, record and reconcile those

payments.

Vendors and suppliers are valued parts

of your organization. Offering them a

more seamless payment experience is

key to strengthening that relationship.
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With a smart bill pay platform, this is what the payment process can look like:

Workflows work their automation magic. If

the bill requires approval from another

employee, they'll get notified to approve it.

If the bill is for office supplies, it can

automatically be categorized as Office

Supplies.

Step One

You take a photo of a bill from the Corpay

One App (or upload it, or email it to your

Corpay One Inbox or enter it manually - it's

up to you!)

Step Two

That bill is captured and stored in Corpay

One.

Step Three

The vendor is paid and the payment is

recorded in your accounting system

(QuickBooks, Xero, Sage, etc..) via Corpay

One.

Step Four

The bill is paid according to the payment

information given on the bill, including the

payment deadline listed on the bill. Bills can

be paid on time with your Corpay Card*,

ACH, check or international wire transfer.

Payments are sent far enough ahead of the

deadline that any payment method will arrive

on time. If no payment information is given,

you can update the vendor profile. Each

vendor profile has a built-in audit trail, so

you can ensure an employee isn't defrauding

the company by adding their own payment

information.

Step Five

It's that simple. There's no risky open checkbook or manual transfers (which then require

you to manually record the payment in your accounting system). With our partnership with

Silicon Valley Bank, you don't have to lean on your finance team or bank to process

payments.

Corpay One relieves a significant amount of workload and

worries for me. It’s simple to provide contractors with the

Send & Scan Address to forward bills to, and from a financial

standpoint, we’re eliminating manual typing errors, duplicate

bills and inefficient chat communication that end up costing

our team time and money. Our accounts payable is automated

and it’s amazing - one of the best business decisions we’ve

made.

 Jannik Lawaetz - CEO & Cofounder, Luggage Hero

Paying vendors - with modern bill pay

*Note: Corpay Card requires credit
approval. Ability to fund ACH and Check
payments by credit card is coming soon!

http://www.corpayone.com/
https://www.corpayone.com/case-study/luggage-hero


With Corpay One, adding a bill or

receipt can be done in just a few

clicks - from the office or even while

on the go.

It's as easy as drag & drop if you're

already in the platform. If you can't

track down an invoice to scan or

upload, you can also enter in the

details manually.
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If you're on the move, you have two

easy options:

 1. Snap a photo of the bill or receipt

right in the Mobile App. 

2. Send the bill straight to your

Corpay Inbox with your Send & Scan

Address.

If you want to eliminate this process from your workflow altogether, have your

vendors do it for you! Just provide them with your Send & Scan Address and they

can send their invoice or expense receipts straight to your Corpay One Inbox.

The best part? Once a vendor document is added to your account, Corpay One

remembers the expense coding details you add and adds them to future bills. No

more manual expense coding required.

Secure and straightforward, simple processes should be the gold standard for

payments. So, that's what we're trying to do.

http://www.corpayone.com/


If you run a business, even if you're a one-person

show, you have expenses. It's inevitable.

Expenses can be messy. And expensive.

According to the Global Business Travel Association,

the average expense report takes an average of 20

minutes to complete and $58 to manually process.² Of

those reports, just under 20% of them (or every 1 in 5!)

have errors, which takes about 18 minutes and

$52/report to correct.² That's a little under 40

minutes and over $100 to manually complete, correct

and process every fifth expense report. Needless to

say, these costs add up - and fast.

Two cab receipts for an on-site meeting

Five receipts for meals

One receipt for a pair of safety boots for construction site visits

An invoice for her services

An invoice for an additional round of editing

Different businesses at different stages of implementing technology can

clash when it comes to submitting invoices and getting paid.

Let's look at the example of a freelance photographer working with an

architecture firm. She's been tasked with a 40-hour project that also

includes three visits to a construction site and two in-person meetings. The

firm has agreed to cover all expenses the photographer incurs for the

duration of the project.

Even just one photographer on one project accumulates all of these

expenses and documents that need to be paid:

That's 13 different documents. Some online, some on paper, that all need to

be paid.
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For a business processing reports manually under the "scan, print, write, scan, email,

print, file" system, it takes an average of 20 minutes to complete a single report.² And that

doesn't include the time it takes to get these expenses approved, paid and recorded in an

accounting system. If the report has errors, which every 1 in 5 do, it takes an additional 18

minutes to correct it.²

With a modern bill pay platform, this could take just a few minutes - and you wouldn't

have to worry about time lost due to manual errors:
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Expenses - automated.

01

02

03

04

05

06

She creates her invoice and includes her

additional expenses.

She emails it to the firm's Send & Scan Address,

which sends the document to an Inbox where

they can be automatically or manually approved.

The manager on the receiving end of these

expenses can set automation rules that will

categorize expenses, such as "Photography."

They can also set automatic approval rules that

will send the expense to another manager to

approve.

Corpay One pays the photographer according to

the payment method. The manager doesn't need

to write a check or wire a payment.

The payment is automatically recorded in Corpay

One and sent to the company's accounting

system to be recorded and reconciled.

http://www.corpayone.com/


Fraud can plague small businesses who are more

vulnerable to it. Business owners are busy and, in the

absence of a full accounting team, will look for quick-

fix solutions that may not always be the most secure.

The 2018 Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

found that small businesses lose almost twice as

much per scheme to occupational fraud than larger

companies. In more than 40% of the cases, a lack of

internal controls, like a software to manage expenses,

was the reason fraud was committed.⁴

They also found the median loss for small businesses

with less than 100 employees was $200,000.⁴

Here are the different types of fraud businesses are confronted with every

day - and how they can be prevented with smart bill pay.

Vendor fraud or false invoicing

A vendor can issue invoices for anything they want, not just the goods or

services they delivered. That's why it's essential to keep records of every

invoice or bill submitted and all of the information on each one. Corpay

One's advanced scanning records the entire document and stores an image

of it within Corpay One.

Based on the Workflows you define, if expenses or invoices vary at all from

expectation, the right people will be notified for approval and the fraudulent

bill can be denied.

False invoicing is another way fraudsters can steal from businesses. They

create and submit false invoices, just expecting to be paid.

With a built-in automated approval process, no new or unknown vendors

could submit expenses without approval.
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Theft of blank checks

Theft of vendor payments in the

mailbox going out to vendors

Theft of third-party checks by altering

the payee designation

Full control of the accounts payable

functions and accounting records,

with no records or audit trail

Check tampering

Checks are vulnerable because they are

paper. A blank, open checkbook is

essentially a gateway to a person's bank

account. 

Some of the most common types of check

tampering are:

Streamlining bill pay with Corpay One

greatly reduces these risks. All checks

paid through Corpay One to a business's

suppliers and vendors are made through

Silicon Valley Bank (SVB). 

No one needs to handle any paper checks

and it is managed entirely through our

trusted banking partner. Plus, all

payments are recorded in Corpay One

with every interaction anyone has with

the expense, like changing details,

approving or updating a vendor profile.

Better yet, Corpay One makes it so you

don't have to pay by Check. You can use

a Corpay Card, ACH or wire transfers.

Internal expense tampering

Sadly, employees of small businesses are

often the perpetrators of fraud - with

tampering of vendor payment information

being a scheme of choice. For example,

employees may try to change payment

information so the payment is issued to

their account. 

With an automatic audit trail, like the one  

pictured below, any manager would be

able to see if a vendor's information was

changed. In fact, permissions could be

set to prevent employees from tampering

with payment information at all.
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Remember when we told the story about the

documents in the filing cabinet? The really frustrating

one?

Yeah, that's an easy way for payment processes to get

out of hand and insidious disorganization to creep in.

Not only does paper take up physical real estate,

which costs businesses money, it creates a burden for

record-keeping.

A lot of the businesses we spoke to for research into

this handbook told us they have, on more than one

occasion, paid the same vendor for the same thing

twice. And, not all vendors were kind enough to let

them know.

Take Original Coffee, for example.
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Organization

Corpay One serves as a superstructure for our financial

documents by handling all of our vouchers while giving us a

full overview of inventory as well as payments to suppliers.

Upon combining these applications, it actually came to light

that some of our suppliers were sending invoices to us twice

and we were making payments twice without noticing. That's

a problem we no longer have, now that we’re using Corpay

One.

Martin Hjarsbæk, CFO, Original Coffee

They were paying suppliers twice. Now, thanks to smart bill pay, they don't.

SMB GUIDE 
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Think of a contractual agreement. In a

lot of cases, if it's not written down, it

may as well not exist. 

Well, the same thing goes for

communication around expenses. 

It's one thing to have your manager tell

you they're going to approve the

invoices from the suppliers you've

worked hard to forge strong

relationships with.

It's another thing for them to go through

the pile of paper invoices you left on

their desk while you watch to ensure

they get approved on time.

Take the plight of a bookkeeper, working

for a small business. They need receipts

from vendors. Somewhere, buried on a

manager's desk between old Christmas

cards and a half-eaten granola bar, are

the receipts. The busy manager doesn't

have time to dig. The bookkeeper can't

storm in and ransack the desk.
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This kind of disjointed communication can't be recorded. And, if it's not

recorded, it may as well not exist.

Modern bill pay removes all of the friction of offline communication by recording

every interaction with a bill, receipt or document. Not only can approvals be

streamlined, down to only needing to click a button, but the communication

associated with them within Corpay One is recorded. 

This conversation, for example, would stay tied to the expense - impossible to

lose.
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Manager: I thought this vendor normally

charged us $300 a month? Why the sudden

increase?

Employee: Yeah, it came to $400 this

month because they had to bring on an

additional person to help with those extra

items we needed.

Manager: OK. Thanks. I'll approve that now.

And, BOOM. It can be approved. And next month, if that vendor comes in with a $500 bill,

this conversation will exist for reference later.

http://www.corpayone.com/


Smart bill pay is a catalyst for growth - plain and

simple.

When you know your financial tasks are being handled

properly, vendors are being paid and every payment is

recorded and reflected in your accounting system, it's

a lot easier to focus on the big picture items that

really drive your business. 

Modern bill pay gives you peace of mind. It empowers

business owners to eliminate manual tasks that can

be automated.

Providing deeper services to clients, strategic planning, finding and hiring

talent, building a brand that draws customers in droves - these are the

things that can't be automated. So, that's where you should be investing

your time.

Still don't believe us? Read some of the customer statistics - hard, real

numbers from organizations who have transformed their business through

smart bill pay.
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Growth

Using Corpay One correlates with the kind of service we want 

to be able to provide. When we’re not spending our time manually

entering bills and receipts, hunting approvals, paying bills from the

bank, etc, then we’re providing tangible value but still spend the

same amount of time as other accounting firms per client. (Retio)

We reduced bookkeeping by 20 hours each week, which is around

a 90% decrease. (LuggageHero)

With Corpay One, we're saving 50% on bookkeeping costs. (Inviso)

SMB GUIDE 
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Corpay One operates with transparency and a daily commitment to

quality and service. Everything we build is designed to make your life

easier - not complicate things with a new tool. Set up takes less than 15

minutes and we have a dedicated onboarding team to help you learn as

you go.

 

We know undertaking modern bill pay platform can seem scary. But,

we're here to help. And we assure you, this will help your business grow.

 You'll improve productivity and eliminate the monotony of tasks that

can, and should, be automated.
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Why Corpay One?

Make your first payment in Corpay One today. 

 

Get Started for Free.

 

Want to walk-through Corpay One with us? 

Book a free, no pressure demo here.

http://www.corpayone.com/
https://app.corpayone.com/signup
https://www.corpayone.com/demo
https://www.corpayone.com/demo
https://www.corpayone.com/demo


¹ Automating AP/AR Financial Processes, AIIM White Paper, 2014

 

² How Much Do Expense Reports Really Cost? Survey by GBTA

Foundation and HRS, October 2015.

 

³ Payscale, Inc.

 

⁴ 2018 Report to the Nations. Copyright 2018 by the Association of

Certified Fraud Examiners, Inc.
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